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Abstract 
A superconducting Energy Recovery Linac is under construction at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory to serve as test bed for RHIC upgrades. The damping of higher-order modes 
in the superconducting five-cell cavity for the Energy-Recovery linac at RHIC is 
performed exclusively by two ferrite absorbers. The ferrite properties have been 
measured in ferrite-loaded pill box cavities resulting in the permeability values given by a 
first-order Debye model for the tiled absorber structure and an equivalent permeability 
value for computer simulations with solid ring dampers. Measured and simulated results 
for the higher-order modes in the prototype copper cavity are discussed. First room- 
temperature measurements of the finished niobium cavity are presented which confirm 
the effective damping of higher-order modes in the ERL. by the ferrite absorbers. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A superconducting Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) is under construction at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory (BNL) to investigate concepts for high-energy electron cooling in 
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and for an envisioned electron-ion collider 
[l]. The ERL test facility is based on a niobium superconducting (SC) 703.75 MHz 
“Electron Cooling Xperimental” (ECX) 5-cell cavity capable of accelerating electrons to 
20 MeV and an ampere-class SC 2.5 MV electron gun [2]. Damping higher order modes 
(HOM) in the SC ERL. cavity is one of several challenges and, following the techniques 
developed at Cornell [3,4] and KEKB [5], has been addressed exclusively by means of 
ferrite absorbers. The cavity design [6] intentionally provided enlarged beam tube 
apertures to allow propagation of HOMs towards the absorbers located at room 
temperature. The 5-cell cavity was designed by BNL, the niobium structures and cryo- 
modules were fabricated by AES on Long Island [7], the ferrite absorbers were fabricated 
according to Cornell-print by ACCEL in Germany [8] and the cavity was processed at the 
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. The ERL cavity has been delivered and 
cold emission tests are scheduled for later this year. The RHIC ERL cavity string 
assembled in its helium vessel with the thermal isolation sections and the ferrite absorber 
is shown in Fig. 1. 
Designing superconducting cavities and predicting their performance can be done with 
great accuracy via the available computer programs. In contrast, adding lossy ferrite in 
large structures with complicated geometry eliminates the use of many open (free) 
simulation programs, and presents a considerable challenge in terms of the computer time 
required even in commercial programs [9]. Nevertheless, the use of a simulation 
program is productive and the CST Microwave Studio (MWS) [lo] was extensively used 
for the ERL. in the design phase and for the interpretation of prototype test results. In this 
paper, the study of the damping of the dominant lower-frequency dipole and monopole 
modes in the available prototype 5-cell copper cavity achieved with the model ferrite 
absorber is presented. The completion of the ERL cavity, even before cold tests, then 
provided a preliminary confirmation of the HOM damping by the ferrite absorber. 
Investigating the freestanding HOM absorber properties was a central objective in this 
work. The approach taken consisted of transforming the model absorber into a ferrite 
loaded pillbox for standard scattering coefficient measurements and the interpretation of 
experimental data with simulation in the MWS from which the ferrite permeability was 
extracted. The absorber and its model is constructed as an assembly of many small 
ferrite tiles with interspersed gaps and exposed metallic stripes which, in the simulation 
program, requires large mesh sizes resulting in prohibitive running times. Therefore, a 
concomitant objective for the present study was finding portable absorber properties via 
parameters which describe the damping globally without the need of considering the tiled 
structure. Portability was obtained in the form of a ferrite cylinder with equivalent 
permeability and permittivity for use in simulation programs. 
A large quantity of experimental data was collected over a period of about two years 
and preliminary results have been reported elsewhere [l l-131. For this paper, all results 
were reviewed and the more definite data are presented. In Section 11, the prototype 
absorber is described and the MWS simulated accelerator properties of the fundamental 
mode in the prototype copper cavity are given. Forward scattering coefficient 
measurements of the cavity, performed with and without the absorber, over the 
interesting frequency range from 0.5 to 3 GHz show the desired HOM damping. 
However, extracting quantitative permeability values from these global measurements is 
difficult and required the more specific studies discussed in the next sections. 
A more direct way of measuring the ferrite damping properties was found by placing 
shorting plates at either end of a fully detailed model with ferrite tiles to form a low-Q 
“pillbox” cavity for standard network analyzer measurements. The Section I11 treats the 
case of a very short (VS) cavity, determined by the 6.5 cm length of a single ferrite tile, 
where the lowest resonance frequencies, TMOlO and TM020, remain uncoupled. The 
TMOlO resonance curve with frequency and Q-value can be obtained from S21 scattering 
coefficient measurements with sufficient accuracy. Extracting portable ferrite 
permeability parameters at this frequency is done by searching for a match with the MWS 
eigenvalue solver for varied complex+ values. The ferrite permeability data over the full 
frequency range represented by the first order Debye model are obtained by matching of 
measured S21 transmission coefficients in the VS cavity with the simulation results from 
the MWS frequency domain solver. 
An analysis of the data from VS cavity, taking into account the tiled structure, would 
require the development of a framework involving theoretical field analysis as well as the 
use of computer codes. A rigorous analytical treatment of the absorber with its ferrite 
tiles is lengthy and of limited value. In the Appendix it is replaced by a rigorous analysis 
of the skin effect in flat ferrite plates and then by treating the skin effect in a wave guide 
lined with a circularly and longitudinally uniform ferrite cylinder. The results justify the 
use of circular cylinders with lossy material instead of the tiled geometry in simulation 
programs requiring symmetry. The concept of approximating the tiled absorber with 
solid circular rings is discussed in Section 111 using the data TMOlO resonance in the VS 
“pillbox” cavity. 
Placing shorting plates at the ends of the two-tile long prototype absorber would lead 
to overlapping resonances and does not allow a simple interpretation of the network 
analyzer measurements. As demonstration of data portability and the resulting 
simplification from this approximation, a “double” (DBL) cavity was formed by 
combining the prototype absorber with a beam tube section of equal length, and the 
results are presented in Section IV. As a further test of the solid ring approximation, the 
damped HOMs of the copper cavity with the prototype absorber attached are simulated 
and compared with the experimental results in Section V. 
measurements performed on the ERL string and the effort at HOM identification are 
discussed in Section VI. 
Finally, room temperature 
11.5-CELL Cu CAVITY AND FERRITE HOM ABSORBER 
Prior to the final design of the Nb cavity, methods of avoiding trapped HOMs were 
investigated and a 5-cell Cu cavity was fabricated to study HOM damping. Adding the 
prototype absorber to the Cu cavity and performing room temperature measurements 
provided data for several critical HOMs and confirmed the suitability of the exclusive use 
of ferrite absorbers [ 141. The major objective of the subsequent R&D work presented 
here was to determine the ferrite properties in a form that is portable into the MWS for 
the simulation of the ERL and other future cavities. However, the Cu cavity 
measurements did not provide the ferrite properties of the absorber in the detailed form 
required for the simulations and this task had to be addressed in compact ferrite loaded 
pill-box cavities as discussed in the subsequent sections. 
The ERL cavity center cell is fabricated with a 41.874 cm equator, a 17.023 cm iris 
diameter, and a cell length of 21.331 cm at room temperature for cold operation at 703.75 
MHz. The end cell is adjusted for field flatness and the cavity is connected to the HOM 
absorber by nominally 24 cm diameter beam tubes. The production HOM absorber for 
the superconducting ERL cavity is a cylindrical spool with ferrite tiles soldered to 10W3 
Elkonite plates at the wall [15], similar to the prototype model shown in Fig. 2 . The unit 
has 18 plates in the 25 cm diameter spool, each with two tiles of 2 x 1.5 x0.125 in. 
dimensions. Completing the description of the absorber requires the knowledge of the 
microwave ferrite properties. 
The use of microwave absorbing ceramic and ferrite materials is an important topic to 
various areas of technology and has previously been considered for the damping of 
HOMs at accelerator laboratories [ 161. Measurements of the microwave properties of 
ferrite materials have been performed and reported by several researchers: Hartung et al. 
[17] used coaxial transmission line techniques, whereas Tajima et al. [18] combined a 
similar pulse method with direct network analyzer measurements of ferrite-damped 
cavity resonances. The absorbing material used here for the ERL absorber is a C48 
ferrite [19] the properties of which are available from the work by Mouris and Hutcheon 
(MH) [20] and some from Shemelin et al. 1211. The MH data for complex microwave 
permeability and permittivity data of the C48 ferrite was obtained from measurements of 
small pellets, 3.5 mm in diameter and 3.175 mm thick at frequencies from 915 to 2800 
MHz, covering the frequency range of interest to the present study. Although relevant, 
any effect due to the geometrical difference in the tiled absorber structure had to be 
determined on the prototype model for the purpose of this study. 
Figure 2. HOM ferrite absorber prototype 
The damping properties of the ferrite were studied globally by determining the 
frequencies and quality factors of the HOMs in the Cu cavity with and without the 
absorber via forward scattering coefficient measurements with a network analyzer. For 
this, the cavity is excited by an input probe centered on the shorting disk on the left side 
in the picture, shown in Fig. 3. The output signal is taken either with a probe on the 
shorting disk on the right end or at the cavity side with the pick-up (PU) probe intended 
for RF operation of the Nb cavity. The pick-up probe is sensitive to monopole as well as 
dipole modes, and, due to its close-by location, sees all cavity modes. The axially located 
probe at the end strongly favors monopole modes but is separated from the cavity by the 
beam tube with its -24 cm diameter. The beam tube limits wave propagation of the 
monopole modes to the end probe below -957 MHz, but allows propagation to the PU 
probe of hybrid dipole modes at frequencies above -733 MHz. 
Figure 3. The 5-Cell Cu Cavity with prototype ferrite HOM absorber 
For the measurements, the signal level is maximized by adjusting the input probe to 
achieve critical coupling for the fundamental cavity resonance at 703 MHz. The S21 
transmission coefficients from input to the end and the PU probes are shown in Fig. 4. In 
order to maintain the electrical length and node positions of the standing waves, the 
ferrite absorber is replaced by a beam tube of equal length for the state without ferrite. 
The output signal at the cavity end, yellow, shows 1) clearly the TMOl wave suppression 
by the beam tube below cut off, 2) the strong damping by the absorber, black, and 3) the 
relative weak signal on axis of dipole modes, red. The Cu cavity measurements provide a 
global confirmation of the effective damping of the HOM by the ferrite absorber. A 
more detailed study will be presented in the subsequent sections. 
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Figure 4. S21 in Cu Cavity without (yellow) and with (black and red) ferrite absorber 
In preparation for the discussion of HOMs, a MWS model of the bare ERL cavity 
without absorber or beam tubes was constructed based on the detailed AES fabrication 
drawings. The model was tested against the fundamental modes in the copper cavity, 
which due to the TMOl cutoff frequency of the beam tube are not affected by the 
presence of the absorber. The measured frequencies and the MWS simulation results for 
the fundamental resonance group in the 5-cell ERL cavity are given in Table I. To serve 
as reference, the R l Q  “accelerator” values and the quality factors for the Cu cavity with 
=5.8 xI07/i2m are also listed. The modes, with m the mode number, agree with the 
expected frequency dependence [22] 
by taking the TMOl cell frequency f, = 
~=0 .0154 .  
68 1.3 MHz and the coupling coefficient 
111. VERY SHORT PILL-BOX CAVITY 
The primary method of finding the C48 ferrite properties used in the HOM absorber 
consisted in assembling a ferrite-lined metal ring and placing shorting plates at either end 
thereby transforming it into a low-Q pill-box cavity for standard network analyzer 
measurements. Interpretation of the Q and S21 transmission measurements with MWS 
simulations leads to ferrite properties portable to the ERL cavity. Simulations over the 
full frequency from 0.5 to 3 GHz with varied ferrite parameters in the search of a match 
with the S21 measurements depend on the dispersive model taken and can become 
excessively time consuming. Using the MWS eigenvalue solver requires cavities in 
which the resonances are clearly measurable, such as in the “double-cavity’’ discussed 
later, but precludes the 18.5 cm long prototype model with its overlapping resonances. 
For the basic ferrite measurements, a very short (VS) 6.5 cm long pill-box model was 
assembled with the express goal to study the TMOlO resonance at -800 MHz which can 
be clearly identified and analyzed with the MWS simulation program. The MWS model 
for the VS cavity is shown in Fig. 5. The available number of ferrite tiles was limited to 
16, forcing the gap at the top and bottom, with the consequence of underestimating the 
impact on the damping properties. Nevertheless, matChing the measured with the 
simulated results yields the ferrite parameters at this frequency. The ferrite parameters so 
obtained can then be tested over the full frequency range. 
The measured forward scattering coefficients represent the basis for the analysis. The 
S21 coefficient is written in the conventional terminolow as 
where a,  Q, , Q,, are the unloaded and external Q-factors respectively. Although these 
equations are rigorous, their practical use assumes only a field “perturbation” and thus a 
a frequency independent external Qx , which is achieved by selecting weakly coupled, 
equal input and output probes. The MWS program does not provide the option of fixing 
the mesh structure under material changes. In order to ensure the correct interpretation of 
the MWS simulation results, the model and its mesh properties must be tested against 
measurements of a reference cavity at frequencies well below the first resonance, 
w << wo, where the S21 is the same for the ferrite loaded and reference cavity, 
Figure 5. Fully detailed MWS model of the VS cavity 
The data for the ferrite loaded VS cavity and a reference cavity of equal dimensions 
are shown in Fig. 6 .  The resonances in the reference cavity are TMOlO, TM020, and 
TMOll at 0.925,2.12, and 2.49 GHz respectively. The TMOlO resonance in the loaded 
cavity retains its character and is a good source for the ferrite parameters. A more 
flexible approach of matching the resonance is based on finding the S21 curves with the 
frequency domain solver over a somewhat broader range. 
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Figure 6:  S21 data for reference (red) and ferrite loaded (blue) VS cavity 
TMOlO resonance in the MWS eigenvalue solver 
The quality factor of a resonance can be obtained directly from the S21 measurements 
using the network analyzer 3-dB option or by extraction from the smoothed data curve as 
done in Fig. 7. The superimposed -1 GHz oscillations are not noise and believed to be 
resonances within the ferrite tiles. After some averaging, the TMOlO resonance in the VS 
cavity is taken at -808 MHz with a Q = 3.4. 
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Figure 7. Measured S21 and matched TMOlO resonance points 
Matching of the resonance can be performed with the JDM eigenmode solver of the 
MWS simulation program. The frequency and Q-values for the tiled model with gap 
are found for varied p'and tan6 values while keeping a typical F = 13 constant [19]. 
Selecting sufficiently detailed mesh size at the expense of running time is important. For 
the VS cavity close to 100 k cells with unchanged settings leads to about an hour for each 
run. Both frequency shift and Q damping depend primarily onp" , but the use of tan6 is 
more convenient for the simulation program. Using the simulation values forfand Q 
shown in Fig. 8, the ferrite parameters were taken as p = 4.7(1-j2.55) at the TMOlO 
resonance of -800 MHz. 
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Figure 8: Simulated Q and frequency for different tangent deltas in VS Pillbox cavity 
Simulation with the M W S  frequency domain solver 
A more flexible approach of matching the resonance is based on finding the S21 curves 
with the frequency domain solver over a broader range. For the tiled exact geometry of 
the VS cavity, a computer run covering the full frequency range from 0.5 to 3 GHz with 
large mesh numbers (>lo0 k) for extreme accuracy can last a working day and is not 
suited to a parameter search. In order to overcome the time limit, it is sufficient to cover 
the frequency range around the TMOlO resonance and only extend the range for a few 
selected p values. The loss contributions from the imaginary permittivity component are 
small compared to the ferrite losses and all simulations were done with E = 13. 
Matching of the measurement with simulation is done here at the resonance peak and 
the close-by valley as shown in Fig. 9. To allow a comparison, the simulation curves for 
the reference and the loaded cavity were fitted to the low-frequency slope of the ferrite 
data. In the figures and the tables, the permeability p'(1- j tan 6) is abbreviated 
top ' J  t ans .  The variation of the curves is primarily determined by the choice oftan6 
A satisfactory match is obtained withp =4.7(1-j 2.9) and a Q = 3.8, slightly different 
from the above eigenmode solver result. 
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Figure 9. MWS simulation of the TMOlO resonance in the VS cavity 
First-order Debye model 
The MWS frequency domain solver enters the permeability given by its real part, 
p' (mup) and the tan 6 in a first order Debye model, defined at a specific frequency. It is 
noted in the MWS simulation that changing the material definition frequency, while 
maintaining the material parameters at one point changes thep and tan 6 values at other 
frequencies. The loss factor used in the MWS for different definition frequencies is 
compared with MH data in Fig. 10, showing reasonable agreement when 1.5 GHz is 
chosen. 
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Figure 10: Comparison of tan 6 in MWS for different definition frequencies with MH 
results 
The choice of 0.8 GHz for the permeability definition frequency comes naturally at 
the TMOlO resonance. Matching of the S21 measurements with different definition 
frequencies over the full frequency range was tried leading to the results shown in Fig. 
11. The best match, both for the S21 curves in Fig.11 and the MH permeability in Fig. 
12, is obtained with p =2.2(1- j 3.5) defined at 1.5 GHz. The match with the 2 GHz 
frequency definition, p = l.4(l-j 4.2), gives slightly better agreement for the S21 
comparison but a less plausible loss tangent. 
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Figure 11. Simulated and measured S21 curves in the VS Cavity. 
The permeability, p 'andp",  from this study is compared with MH data in Fig. 12. The 
permeability data can be represented by the first order Debye model expression 
62.7 p=1.4+ 
1 + j5.44.L 
(4) 
The ferrite permeability data presented here is in reasonable general agreement with the 
MH results, although its damping effect is noticeably stronger in the upper frequency 
range. The small differences may be attributed to the underlying differences in 
geometries of pellets and tiles. Another error source are the two missing tiles. It is 
possible that a more general permeability model could provide a better match, but finding 
it with MWS seems impractical and unnecessary. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of present permeability with MH results. 
Geometrical effect of tiled ferrite 
The permeability values can be “ported” to other structures such as the Cu or the ERL 
cavities for use in the simulation program, provided that their simulation model has the 
fully tiled absorber. The effect of the missing tiles and the conductive channels between 
the tiles is demonstrated in the simulated comparison with a solid ferrite cylinder shown 
in the Table 11. The conductive channels halve the damping properties of the ferrite and 
the missing tiles significantly reduce the absorber properties. In order to find portable 
absorber properties a further study involving the “double-cavity”, assembled from the 
prototype absorber with a beam tube section of equal length, became imperative. 
Ferrite surface impedance 
An alternative way of defining the damping properties of the absorber, although not 
suited for MWS simulations, is in the form of an equivalent surface resistance, Rs, which 
is obtained from the perturbation treatment ofthe TMOlO resonance. The geometry factor 
ofthe TMOlO mode, assuming losses appearing only on the cylinder, is given as 
G=Z0-m453R j o  I 
2 
with j,,, the first root of the Bessel function of zeroth order from which the surface 
resistance follows by Rs = G/ Q.  The surface resistance of the HOM ferrite absorber, 
estimated as a solid ferrite cylinder, is Rs m 133 R at 800 MHz compared to Rs = 0.06 C2 
of stainless steel. An illuminating example of ferrite damping is given by the resulting 
attenuation exp(-az) in the absorber treated as a TMOl waveguide where well above 
cut-off [23] a ot Rs/uZo = 3 /m. With a = 12 cm and Z,, = 377 R one finds -3 dB over 
the 10 cm length of 2 tiles. 
IV. ABSORBER DOUBLE CAVITY 
The measurements of the fully tiled VS pillbox cavity and their interpretation are 
presented in the previous section leading to a first-order Debye expression for the 
complex ferrite parameters valid over the frequency range of interest, here about 0.5 to 3 
GHz. In principle, this result is sufficient for use in the MWS simulations to predict the 
damping of HOMs in the ERL cavity or other cavities. However, it was noted that the 
geometric absorber details in the VS cavity have a non-negligible impact on the Q-values 
and a direct measurement of the prototype absorber seemed necessary. Placing shorting 
plates at the absorber ends leads to overlapping resonances and does not allow a simple 
interpretation of the network analyzer measurements. To separate the resonances, a 
“double” (DBL) cavity was formed by adding a beam tube section of equal diameter and 
length to the absorber and submitted to the standard measurements and MWS 
simulations. 
Running a simulation program for a tiled ferrite structure requires large number of 
mesh points and in some cases prohibitively long running times. Furthermore simulation 
programs like Superfish [24] or the SLANS family [25] simulate only rotationally 
symmetric geometries thus excluding the tiled structure, and the knowledge of p is thus 
of limited value. The primary objective when attaching a ferrite absorber to a cavity is the 
Q-lowering whereas the change of resonance frequency is typically small and can be 
ignored. The quest for a simpler, broadly applicable description of the tiled absorber, 
even at the expense of some loss in accuracy, leads to its replacement by an absorber of 
cylindrical geometry with properly adjusted material parameters. 
The DBL cavity has a sufficiently complex geometry to serve in the comparison of a 
tiled and solid absorber leading to an equivalent permeability value for the solid ferrite 
ring. The S21 scattering coefficients for the DBL cavity and a reference cavity are shown 
in Fig. 13. The first resonance family in the reference cavity, starting at -920 MHz 
represents the TMOl modes, and the second, starting at -2.1 GHz, shows the TM02 
modes. The first resonance in the ferrite loaded cavity is seen at about 700 MHz but too 
damped for firm identification as TM010. The second resonance, nominally the TMOl1 
mode, is at - 1 GHz with Q =35. 
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Figure 13. S21 scattering coefficient in the DBL cavity 
The simulation results for the first two modes in the DBL cavity with fully tiled and solid 
ferrite ring are listed in Table 111. In the figures and the tables, the permeability 
p’(1- j tan 6)  is abbreviated top’J  tan 6 .  At the expense of reduced accuracy and based 
on the TMOl 1 mode only, the equivalent permeability of the solid ferrite absorber can be 
quoted as p = 4(1-j2.5) defined at 1 GHz. 
The quasi-suppression of the TMOlO mode and the relatively weak damping of the 
TMOl 1 mode can be explained via the simulated field shapes in Fig. 14, where the 
absolute values of E,(O) and Hl (12.2 cm) are shown. In the TMOlO mode the fields are 
concentrated in the absorber section, extending from 0 to -1 lcm, causing the low Qs. In 
the TMOl 1 mode the fields are more evenly distributed and the absorber is here less 
effective allowing a higher Q. The TMOl fields in the DBL cavity are highly distorted 
and cannot be interpreted as a perturbation. The need for a non-perturbative treatment is 
here indicated by a peculiarity that increasing the loss tangent decreases the resonance 
damping. 
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Figure 14. Magnetic and electric field shapes in the Double cavity 
The S21 simulation results for the fully tiled and solid ferrite DBL cavity models is 
compared in Fig. 15 with the measured data over the frequency range from 0.5 to 3 GHz. 
It is noted that the TMOlO resonance is not seen in the simulations and the simulation for 
the TM014 resonance is poor in either model. Overall, one finds sufficient agreement 
between the fully tiled and solid models and also qualitative agreement with 
measurements, which allows the conclusion that the tiled C 48 ferrite absorber structure 
can be replaced in simulations over the full frequency range by solid cylinders with an 
equivalent permeability of p = 4  (l j2.5) defined at 1 GHz. 
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Figure 15. S21 simulation ofthe DBL box with tiled and solid ferrite 
V. DIPOLE MODES IN THE Cu CAVITY 
The study of the HOM absorber in the previous sections already provides the ferrite 
parameters required for the simulation of the superconducting ERL. cavity and the 
prediction of its HOM Q and WQ-values. In this section, a confirmation of the ferrite 
data is obtained from the measurement plus simulation of the simpler but fully 
representative case of the 5 cell copper cavity. 
Minimizing the transverse emittance growth due to the HOMs in the ERL is the 
primary motivation for the ferrite absorbers. Studying the absorber damping of the dipole 
modes in the copper prototype is best done by means of the S21 scattering coefficient 
between two PU probes. Placing the probes in one plane at the cavity side ensures the 
mode polarization and gives accurate quality factors. The measured S21 signal between 
the probes in the Cu cavity assembled with the ferrite absorber or as reference with a 
beam tube of equal length is shown in Fig. 16. The general character of the hybrid dipole 
modes is known from the study of the iris-loaded structures used in RF-beam separators 
[26]. The two lowest pass bands, the TEl 1 (H11)-like mode from 806 to 896 MHz and 
the TMl 1 (El 1)-like mode from 958 to 993 MHz, are clearly distinguishable. 
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Figure 16. HOM Dipole modes without and with absorber 
The bare copper cavity 
In order to establish a solid basis, the bare cavity without beam tube or absorber was 
simulated in the MWS. The relevant properties from the MWS simulation (indexed 
MWS) and the measured frequency values (indexed Data) for the bare cavity are listed in 
Table IV. A full agreement between data and simulation is prevented by differences in 
cavity geometry and simulation model, and an agreement of better than -1% cannot be 
expected. The measured Q data are all above -10,000 but joint losses keep them below 
the MWS perturbation value for a copper cavity with c = 5.8 x 10’ LQm. The prominent 
field component in each cell is identified as “ H  or “E”, with capital or lower case letters 
if strong or weak. It is to be noted that the z-mode is precluded in the TM1 1-like pass 
band. In spite of these limitations, the HOMs in the bare copper cavity are valuable input 
for mode identification in the copper cavity with the beam tubes and absorber attached. 
The copper cavity with absorber 
The measured frequency and Q-values (indexed Data) in the copper cavity are listed in 
Table V and are juxtaposed to the MWS simulation results for the empty (indexed Cu) 
and the ferrite tiles added (indexed FRT) cavity. In the search of shorter runs, the 
simulations were done in the JDM eigenmode solver with the permeability defined as 
p’ = 4.432 and constant conductivity of opop’ tan 6 = 78,300 Q/m at 900 MHz, 
replacing the Debye approximationp =4(1-j 2.5) at 1 GHz. The solver was first run with 
E = p = 1 in the ferrite to locate all 11 dipole resonances, but finding the changes due to 
the actual lossy situation had to be done by targeting each resonance separately. The 
frequencies are closely spaced and mode identification was helped by comparing of the 
WQ values even though the small asymmetry of the structure distorts the fields in the 
cells. 
The resonance frequency of all modes is determined by the cavity geometry and the 
effect due to the ferrite absorber in the MWS is only a few percent. Agreement between 
data and simulation depends to a large part on the accuracy of the model. It is a 
plausible assumption that the superconducting niobium losses are too small to change the 
Q-values of the HOMs, determined by the ferrite dominated losses, so that in the absence 
of measured data the simulations can be substituted. The absorber provides better than an 
order of magnitude damping of the TE11-like dipole, but less for the TMl 1-like HOMs. 
The HOM shunt impedances in the SC ERL. cavity will be determined primarily by the 
absorber and thus are already predictable from the present measurements. It is recalled 
here that trapped modes have been avoided by the “open” cavity design, although at least 
one mode, apparently with near zero WQ, seems to remain undamped by the ferrite. 
The operationally important WQ values of the HOMs can in principle be found from 
bead-pull measurements, an almost impossible task in the presence of overlapping 
resonances, so that the WQ values must be found from simulations. The simulation 
results for WQ in the copper cavity are only minimally changed by the ferrite and can be 
used directly if the convergence in the presence of ferrite becomes too slow. If 
convergence is not achieved the readily found results from lossless ferrite simulations can 
be used. 
Simulations with tiled and solid ferrite absorber 
Simulations of the Cu cavity also provided the dipole Q- and WQ values for the models 
with a fully tiled (indexed tld) and solid (indexed sld) ferrite absorber. The models are 
based on an identical cell structure, but the treatment for the tiles and the ferrite ring 
differs which may be the reason for some of the differences. The MWS simulation results 
for the dipole HOMs obtained with equal ferrite parameters are listed in Table VI. Mode 
identification in the case of narrow resonances is aided by WQ matching. The results 
confirm that the tiled structure can be substituted with a solid ring without significant loss 
of accuracy. It must be recorded without further discussion that several additional 
resonances located in the beam tube directly at the ferrite were found which have Q- 
values of a few tens and very low shunt impedance. 
Shorted and open absorber end 
The copper cavity was tested with the absorber end shorted (indexed shrt) and open 
(indexed opn), reflecting a step or in the latter case the presence of a taper. Table VI1 
presents the measured frequency and Q-values (indexed Data) as well as the MWS 
simulations for the shorted and “waveguide” terminated model. Finding eigenvalues in 
the open model proved to be difficult and not all were found. The - 960 MHz resonance 
in all models has the character of a trapped mode, albeit with a very small shunt 
impedance. Overall, an increased damping from using a taper is either marginal or 
nonexistent, and the benefit of a shorter cavity length in the ERL. justified the adopted 
step transition at the absorber end. 
VI. HOMs IN THE RHIC ERL CAVITY 
The recently gained availability of the ERL cavity shown in Fig. 1, even prior to 
assembly in its cryostat, provided an excellent opportunity to compare measured HOM 
data with predictions based on the ferrite properties derived from the copper prototype. 
The niobium cavity differs from the Cu model primarily by the presence of two ferrite 
HOM absorbers and their significantly increased distances from the cavity ends. 
The niobium cavity is equipped with 3 button probes (with Ceramaseal SMA 
feedthrough) at both room temperature cavity ends which are intended for beam orbit 
positioning and allow scattering coefficient measurements of HOMs. The buttons provide 
HOM signals without regard to their polarity and yield HOM data but are not reached by 
the fundamental mode. The fundamental mode could only be measured between the 
fundamental power coupler (FPC) and the pickup (PU) probe in the cavity planned for 
the RF control system. The room temperature fundamental frequency in the ERL. cavity is 
found to be 702.43 MHz with a Q of 11,000. Cool down will increase the frequency by - 
1.035 MHz bringing it to 703.465 MHz which is within the slow-tuner range for the 
Coherent Electron Cooling operation at 703.5369 MHz. 
The HOMs are studied via S21 measurements between the access points in several 
configurations, the one between FPC and PU is shown in Fig. 17. The frequency range 
covers the lowest dipole and monopole modes, from 0.8 to 1 GHz and from 1.2 to 1.6 
GHz respectively. Although the resonances are all strongly damped, Q-values for some 
modes have been measured but identification depends on eigenvalue results with lossy 
ferrite which could not be found above -1 GHz with the MWS simulation program. 
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Figure 17: S21 from FPC to PU 
Dipole HOMs 
Several dipole modes at frequencies below 1 GHz were measured and could be 
identified by comparison with simulation results. For this purpose, the bare ERL. model 
was expanded by adding the beam tubes and both ferrite absorbers. Two simulation runs 
were made for which the ferrite was first treated as vacuum and then given by p = 4  (1- 
j2.5) defined at 1 GHz. The effect of the ferrite on the resonance frequencies is small, 
less than -3% in frequency, but slightly higher in the R / Q values. The damping of the 
Q-values is almost 2 orders of magnitude for the TEl 1-like modes but can be 
significantly lower for some of the TMl 1-like modes. The simulation results, including 
the projected shunt impedance RFRT values are listed in Table VIII. Measured dipole 
modes were identified by referring to the simulation results and are also given in this 
table. The reasonable agreement between simulated values and measured data justifies 
the use of the simulated shunt impedance for all dipole resonances. 
MonoDole HOMs 
I I 
1.5209 I 
1.5316 3.36 1.5438 I 31.86 
In the GHz region, monopole and higher-order pole pass bands can overlap. HOM 
identification, by bead-pull measurement in the ERL is impractical, and by simulation 
seems to exceed the capability of the MWS. Furthermore, the search for other programs 
is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless a monopole pass band with six 
resonances, one located in the beam tube, has been found from simulation between -1.2 
and 1.5 GHz for the bare, without ferrite, ERL cavity. The number of monopole modes 
in this region increases to 18 for the simulation of the ERL string without ferrite. Here, 
about 22 quadrupole modes appear in addition. The simulation frequencies and 
monopole WQ values are listed in Table IX as reference for future studies with an e- 
beam. All Q values fiom simulation and the few measured in the ERL string are shown 
in Fig. 18. 
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Figure 18. Measured and simulation Q-values of ERL HOMs (Blue circles and pink 
squares represent simulations and green triangles represent measurements.) 
In conclusion, even though only some of the dipole modes have been identified, the 
totality of the results confirms the effective damping of HOMs in the ERL by the ferrite 
absorber 
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APPENDIX: Skin effect analysis 
The ferrites are flat tiles whose dimensions are very small compared with the beam tube 
radius so that the electromagnetic (e. m.) fields in the ferrite can be analyzed in a 
Cartesian coordinate system in full analogy to the “classical” skin effect treatment. The 
fields in the material are locally driven by a magnetic field H y ( z  = 0) = 1 which is due to 
an incoming TEM wave perpendicular to the x-y surface and is position independent over 
the inner surface. The time-harmonic electric field in the ferrite material is derived from 
the solution of the wave equation 
with the material parameters p = p’- jp” , E ~  = E‘- j ( E ”  +S) , S = a/(wq,), and the free 
space wave number k = w / c  . Taking into account the boundary condition E,(z = Z) = 0 
of a perfect conductor at the outer ferrite wall, the field expressions are found as follows 
V Z H + p & s k 2 H = 0  (All  
K .  E, = - j - s m h ~ ( ~ - z )  
Esk 
ZoH, = c o s h ~ ( ~ - z )  (‘42) 
with the ferrite wave number K *  = -pEsk2. The field solution yields the expression for 
the complex surface impedance in the x-y plane 
7 
(A31 
Although generally valid, both for the high-conductivity metals as well as the ferrite 
parameters considered here, it is instructive to consider them separately. 
The skin effect in metal 
The field penetration depth in metals is usually much smaller than the wall thickness of 
metal so that tanh KZ = 1 and the conductivity in metals dominates permittivity, S >> E‘, E ” ,  
and p’ >> p” , leading to 
in full agreement with the well-known “classical” results. 
Skin effect in flat ferrite tiles 
The material parameters of ferrite differ qualitatively from a metal, notably due to 
a - 0 ,  and require a separate discussion. However, in the frequency range of interest, 
the material is in good approximation determined by generic ferrite properties with 
only p’, p”, E‘ .  Measured permeability values provide adequate numerical results for the 
flat ferrite approximation. The complex surface impedance of a ferrite tile with finite 
thickness, z , and attached to a perfect conductor is given by 
and the "nominal" skin depth by 
In contrast to a metal, the magnetic field fully penetrates the ferrite and changes the 
surface impedance by the tanh KZ factor. Taking the wall thickness as z = 3 mm and the 
measured ferrite permeability,p = 1.4 + 62.7/(1+ j5.44 fGHz), one finds the correction 
factor shown in Fig. 19. It is seen that a finite wall thickness has a non-negligible impact 
in the frequency region of interest. 
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Figure 19. The correction factor tanh KZ versus frequency, with real (green), imaginary 
(red), and absolute (dashed) value. 
In the lower frequency region of interest relevant to the present study, one 
has tanh K r  s KZ , leading to the approximate expression for the surface impedance 
in which the dielectric properties disappear. In the upper frequency region, one 
approaches the case of tanh KZ - 1. The Surface resistance, R, = R e x ,  of a 3 mm thick 
ferrite is computed with Mathernatica for the measured permeability and shown in Fig. 21 
for the three cases of the full expression equ. A6 (green), the approximation 
tanh KZ = KZ (red), and the limit at tanh KZ - 1 (green, dashed). The three curves are not 
close together and the use of approximations can be misleading. It is noted that the 
calculated surface resistance is ahout a factor 2 larger than the measured one from the 
TMOlO resonance, which is attributed to the tiled structure in the VS pillbox. 
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Figure 20. Surface resistance at the 3 mm thick ferrite tile the full expression (green), the 
low -f (red) and high-f (green, dashed) approximation. 
Skin effect in circular cylindrical geometry 
For the purpose of a theoretical analysis of wave propagation in the HOM ferrite 
absorber, the actual tiled shape is replaced by a circular ferrite cylinder in a lossless 
waveguide. The inner radius of the ferrite is a and the outer radius b is touching the 
circular waveguide. The time-harmonic fields in the ferrite-free inner region, with the 
time factor e@' omitted, are given by 
k2 - k," EZi =- Jo (k,r)e-w' 
k"ik 
E ,  = j - kz JI (kr,r)e-Jksz 
k 
ZoH,, = jJl(k,,r)e-Jkzz ('49) 
where the wave numbers are obviously k = w / c , k, , and k,, . SI units are used with 
c = l / G  and 2, = a . The field components in the ferrite have the same 
propagation constant,e-Jkzz, and must satisfy the boundary condition Ez(b) = 0, be 
continuous in E, and HQ at r = a , and can be written as 
(A 10) 
. .  
with the combinations of Bessel-functions 
4 ( k , ~ )  = Jo(k,r)Y,(k,b) - Jo(k,b)Y,(k,r) 
4(k,or) = Ji(k,~r)Y,(k,b)-Jo(k,b)~(k,r) (A1 1) 
and the relative material parametersp = p'- jp" and zS s E ' .  
divergence, V E  = 0, provides two conditions on the wave numbers, 
and continuity of E, at r = a  yields the necessary third ( HQ at r = a is built-in), 
Finding a solution involves satisfying three simultaneous conditions. Vanishing 
k2  - ki  - k," = 0 and cspk2 -kjo - k," = 0 (A 12) 
Afkr making an obvious simplification the solutions follows from the two necessary 
simultaneous equations in k,i and krn , 
~ s k J o  ( k , ~ ) 4  (k,a) 
(Esp- l )k2  + ki. - k: = 0 .  
(k,ia)Fo (kr0a) = 0 
The surface impedance as function of frequency (or k) at the inner ferrite boundary 
follows directly as 
For the typical case of thin cylinders, one finds 
and furthermore in the extreme relativistic case of k = k, 
k(b -a)  (A 17) R -  jZo- ESP-1 
&S 
Cavity resonances with E, = O  on the end plates are found by imposing appropriate 
values fork,, such as k, = 0 for the TMOlO modes yielding k = k,, and k i  = sspkr?. The 
eigenvalue solution is here reduced to the single impedance matching condition in k,, 
& s J o ( k , a ) E ; ( k , ~ a ~ ) - J , ( k , , a ) F o ( k , , a ~ )  = 0 (A181 
which provides the observable resonance frequency and the quality factor from 
(A 19) f, =--Rek, C and Q=- Re k ,  2n 2 Im k,i 
The analytical expressions were used in the Mathematica program with the ferrite 
permeability, =4.7(1-j2.55), to find the TMOlO resonance frequency and quality factor 
in the VS cavity with b = 12.5 and a = 12.1825 cm. The “analytical” surface resistance is 
Rs = 167 R is in reasonable agreement with the perturbation result, Rs = 133 R, from the 
geometry factor G = 453 fi and the Q value. The “analytical” result, f = 73 1 MHz and 
quality factore = 1.37, is in good agreement with the MWS values off = 719 MHz 
andQ = 1.29 for a solid cylinder. 
